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Abstract: In this paper we present a bandwidth reservation protocol called BRuIT designed
to operate in mobile ad hoc networks. The protocol is provided together with a policy-based
outsourcing model enabling context-aware reservation authorization.
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Un protocole de réservation de bande passante dans les
réseaux ad hoc couplé à une gestion à base de politiques
Résumé : Cet article présente un protocle de réservation de bande passante, appelé BRuIT,
pour les réseaux ad hoc couplé à une gestion de réseaux à base de politiques. Cette gestion
permet d’accepter ou de refuser les réservations en fonction de l’état du réseau.
Mots-clés : réseaux ad hoc, gestion de bande passante, gestion de réseaux, approche à
base de politiques
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Introduction
Mobile ad hoc networks are an evolution of wireless networks in which no fixed infrastructure
is needed. Nodes communicate directly between each other, without the need for a base
station. Most of the works in ad hoc networks have been dedicated to routing problems.
The field of QoS providing is still widely open. But this issue is very challenging in ad hoc
networks where the badwidth is scarce, the packet transmissions are more subject to errors
and the network is highly dynamic.
In this paper, we present a bandwidth reservation framework for ad hoc networks that
includes a reservation protocol that is strongly coupled to an authorization framework implemented within the management plane using a policy-based approach.
The paper is organized as follows. After a quick overview of QoS in the context of mobile
ad hoc networks, Section 1 describes the reservation protocol. The management plane for
this protocol together with its implementation is described in section 2. The paper concludes
with a summary of the presented results together with the identification of some future work.

1

BRuIT: a Bandwidth Reservation under InTerferences
protocol for ad hoc networks

In [17], Wu and Harms classify the QoS solutions in ad hoc networks into four categories:
QoS models, Mac QoS protocols, signaling protocols and QoS routing protocols. QoS models consist in architectural concepts that define the QoS providing philosophy. Two actual
solutions fit into this category: FQMM [18] and 2LQoS [10]. Mac QoS protocols can be
seen as the tools that are used to effectively provide QoS. Many works have been made in
this field, especially on how to provide mac-level priorities between mobiles and/or flows.
Different works can be found in [1, 12, 8, 14]. QoS signaling protocols define sets of control
packets that are used to manage the network. These control packets can be used to convey
information on the amount of resources available, to establish and maintain routes, to propagate topology, etc. Different signaling protocols are described in [7, 2, 13]. QoS routing is
probably the most active of the QoS for ad-hoc networks sub-domains. Many directions are
explored to enhance the discovery and maintenance of routes matching a particular criteria.
In order to find these routes, the protocol should be able to perform admission control. This
means that these protocols need accurate information on the network state and they need to
share a common policy. Therefore, control information might need to be exchanged, adding
to the cost of the route finding process. The works of [4, 16, 9] propose such QoS routing
protocols. In all the protocols previously mentioned, mobiles accept or reject traffic according to their local state, i.e. to their one hop neighborhood. Admission control is performed
using information on the available bandwidth, the delay and/or the stability with one hop
neighbors. None of these protocols consider the interferences phenomenon that can occur
in radio networks. For instance, with the 802.11 standard, even if two transmitting mobiles
are too far from each other to communicate, they may still have to share the bandwidth,
due to radio signal propagation laws, making difficult the evaluation of the the bandwidth
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Figure 1: Propagation of information in the two hops neighborhood
available for the applications.
BRuIT has been designed with the aim of providing bandwidth reservation to the applications considering interferences influence. The first description of BRuIT has been given
in [3]. This protocol consists basically in a reactive routing with quality of service based on
each node’s state.
BRuIT defines a signaling protocol to bring information to the mobiles on their neighborhood. The goal of these exchanges is to evaluate the amount of bandwidth used in a
neighborhood larger than one hop in order to take into account the bandwidth wasted by
interferences. Simulations and experiments we have carried out indicate that the interfering area is about two times larger than the communication area. Therefore, in BRuIT,
each mobile evaluates its available bandwidth according to the used bandwidth in its two
hops neighborhood. To maintain this knowledge, each mobile periodically emits a signaling
packet containing information on its used bandwidth and its one hop neighbors’, as shown
in Figure 1. Thus, each mobile periodically gets the knowledge on the bandwidth used by
its two hop neighbors and can then use this information for admission control.
The routing part of the protocol is reactive. The route research consists in the flooding of
a route request with QoS requirements. When a mobile receives such a request, it performs
an admission control based on the large knowledge previously described. If the admission
control fails, the request is simply not forwarded. When the destination receives such a
request, it also performs admission control and, if the control succeeds, replies with a route
reply on the reverse path. Mobiles on the path receiving this route reply verify the availability
of resources before forwarding the message. If this check fails, an error message is sent to
the source that can then initiate a new route research, otherwise the mobile reserves the
required bandwidth, as shown in Figure 2. When the route reply is received by the source,
the communication can begin until there is no more data to transmit, or until the route
no longer satisfies the negotiated criteria. If the communication ends normally, the source
sends a message on the path to free the resources.
When a mobile on an active route moves, the quality of the route may be degraded or
the route may even get disconnected. When a mobile cannot reach the next mobile on an
active route anymore, it has to find a new route to the destination. Two alternatives are
possible: it can try to repair the initial route by trying to join a mobile farther in the route or
compute a new feasible route from the breaking point; the source or mobiles in the path may
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Figure 2: Route research and reservation process
also store alternative routes in case of link failure. If the route remains connected but the
quality of service requirement is not satisfied anymore, the route shall also be recomputed.
This situation can easily happen when a mobile transmitting some traffic moves so that
it begins interfering with a previously accepted transmission. The two solutions proposed
above can be applied but there may not exist any other routes between the source and the
destination. Moreover, the route reconstruction is an expensive process. BRuIT proposes
another alternative consisting in a degradation of the flows: when a mobile notes a quality
degradation on one of its route, it shall downgrade its flows’ bandwidth allocation levels.
This process is iterated until a stable situation is reached.
This mechanism requires that applications specify , in addition of their desired rate, the
minimal rate under which they can not operate and the amount of bandwidth that can be
removed at each degradation step. A mobile that degrades its flows must inform the other
mobiles on the route so that they take the corresponding measures. When the disruption
has disappeared, the mobile may restore its flows by the same incremental steps until the
initial rate is reached.

2

A Policy Based Management framework for BRuIT

To allow context-aware reservation decisions, they need to be performed in the management
plane. To this end we extended the policy-based management framework defined within
IETF to ad hoc environments and defined the usage of the Common Open Policy Service in
the context of BRuIT. These extensions are described in this section.

2.1

Policy-based management and ad hoc networks

The policy based management approach for network emerged [6] as a scalable solution
towards the management of large networks. It is based on pushing more intelligence in
the network using a set of policies for its management. These policies are specified by a
network manager, and installed on one or several locations called Policy Decision Points
(PDP). Agents located on devices are responsible to connect to these PDPs and either
retrieve their corresponding policies or outsource the decisions concerning policies to these
entities. Policies are mapped to a device specific configuration and enforced on these devices
by the agents (called Policy Enforcement Points: PEP). The communication between a PDP
and a PEP has been standardized by the IETF under the Common Open Policy Service
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Protocol (COPS) specification [6]. This protocol offers a set of predefined primitives used
to establish connections and manage them and provides the possibility to transport userdefined objects between a PEP and a PDP. In order to extend policy based management to
ad-hoc infrastructures, several issues must be dealt with:
• PDP bootstrapping. A new node joining an ad-hoc network needs to know the address
and identity of the PDP.
• Management traffic discrimination. Traffic used for management purpose should be
differentiated with respect to ordinary data traffic.
• Moderate bandwidth overhead.
• Specific COPS extensions/adaptations support. The COPS protocol must be adapted
with target deployment specific features.
Existing work on policy based management approaches for ad-hoc networks is relatively
modest. An adaptation of the SNMP framework is described in [5], while a mobile agent
management infrastructure is described in [15]. All these approaches rely on clustering
within the management plane to reduce the management traffic while maintaining accurate
state and connectivity among the management entities (manager/policy decision points and
agents/policy enforcement points). The extension of policy based management for enterprise
level ad-hoc infrastructures is addressed in [19], while clustering techniques for management
interactions are considered in [11]. Our approach for extending policy based management
architectures in ad-hoc network is based on integrating radio level information and ad-hoc
routing protocols within the management plane. In this context, BRuIT is typically a good
candidate to be considered as a foundation for the management infrastructure.

2.2

The BRuIT management plane

In line with the current approaches towards extending policy based management to ad-hoc
topologies, we define a node architecture (see Figure 3) together with BRuIT specific objects
for COPS. The software architecture is composed of several modules:
• a BRuIT communication module responsible with the BRuIT inter-node signaling.
• a self-configuration layer required to bootstrap the PDP within an ad-hoc network.
The major functionality of this module is to determine the IP addresses of peer PDPs
whenever a node joins an existing network in order to establish a management session.
The current bootstrapping strategy is relatively simple: as soon as a node joins
an ad-hoc network, it obtains from each link level neighbor the known PDP addresses
and the required estimated hop-count to them. The closest PDP is selected to connect
to. This association can change over time: if a new PDP node joins the network and
gets closer to an existing PEP, the latter can request to connect to this PDP. The
self-configuration module is concerned basically with associating PEPs to PDPs such
that localized grouping based on topological distances is possible.
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• A Policy Enforcement Point responsible to grant/deny connection establishment requests and path reservation requests. In fact, whenever a BRuIT message is received
by the BRuIT module, it is forwarded to the PEP. The latter might request a decision
from the PDP, or might directly decide how these requests should be treated.
Several interfaces between the modules are defined:
• The interface between the BRuIT module and the PEP comprises five exchanged
message types:
1. Route request sent by a node to find a route towards another node. Parameters
included in this message include the required bandwidth, source address, target
address, receiving interface and last forwarding node.
2. Reservation request used to reserve a path traversing several nodes. Additional
parameters in this message are related to target/source addresses, route identification, receiving interface, and the next hop.
3. Neighborhood messages containing radio level link state information about the
neighborhood of a node.
4. Route state messages describing the possible degradation of an existing route
traversing the node.
5. Decisions from the PEP to the BRuIT module regarding the processing of a flow.
• The interface between the PEP and the self-configuration layer. This interface is very
simple, consisting in the information about PDPs available at the self-configuration
layer. However, more complex interfaces could be designed, similar to the ad-hoc
approach presented in [19].
• The COPS-extension required for the communication between the PEP and the PDP.
This extension is straightforward. The COPS standard defines the possibility to encapsulate application specific requests/decision in COPS. In our case, these requests
concerned the information obtained from the interface with the BRUIT module. The
application specific decisions are simple install/discard decisions.
In its initial implementation, the management plane works in a full outsourcing model
over the entire ad hoc network. This means that every node in charge of processing a bandwidth reservation request interacts at least once with the PDP to get a decision concerning
the processing of the request (accept and propagate, deny the reservation). While this has
the advantage of enabling a fine grained decision capability to the decision point, it has the
disadvantage in the current BRuIT model to generate a very large message traffic overhead
(namely twice the number of nodes within the network) which is unacceptable for a management overhead. This limitation can be solved through several possible changes in the
decision distribution approach. One of them is to obtain the decision from the PDP only in
the initiating node and then propagate the reservation request within the network together
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Figure 3: Ad-hoc node architecture
with its authorization. Another approach is to enter a provisioning model where policies are
pushed into the devices and then decisions are taken locally. The various alternatives are
currently under evaluation within the project.

Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a full bandwidth reservation framework in ad hoc networks
featuring both a reservation protocol and the associated management plane.
The bandwidth reservation protocol called BRuIT, is based on extended neighborhood
information to provide accurate information on the load of the radio medium. With this
knowledge, the applications have better guarantees on the required bandwidth.
The management plane architecture is based on an extension of the COPS framework
within an ad-hoc network. This extension is centered around two major principles. Firstly,
radio level parameters are included as core building blocks of management policies. These
parameters and an additional signaling support are provided by the BRuIT component. Secondly, the classical policy management framework is adapted to the case of a dynamic infrastructure. This is done by extending the simple device architecture with a self-configuration
layer. This layer is responsible to dynamically bind PEPs to PDPs. A partial implementation of our architecture was developed in Java (based on the JCAPI-COPS API developed
at UQAM).
As already stated in the previous section, the current implementation of the management
plane, a full outsourcing model is available. In the near future, alternative models will be
offered to reduce the management traffic overhead.
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